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INTRODUCTION BY R. JAMES WOOLSEY

Outline

A. GEN. ION PACEPA (i-iii)
   1. Highest-Ranking Soviet-Bloc Defector
   2. Irrelevance of Intelligence Collection
      a. Role of hackers today
   3. Framing: Rewriting History, Manipulating Records
      a. Dezinformatsiya
      b. Yuri Andropov
   4. Dictators Need Enemies to Justify Repression
   5. Dysfunctional Communist Ideology
   6. Soviet Targeting of Religion
   7. Immensity of the Enterprise
   8. Russia Is Not Our Major Problem
      a. Russia’s awful demographics
      b. Our shale gas discoveries

Review

framing                      dezinformatsiya                      dictators need enemies
Soviet targeting of religion

FOREWORD BY PAUL KENGOR

Outline

A. LONG-OVERDUE COLD WAR MATERIAL (iv-viii)
   1. Collaboration between a Scholar and an Eyewitness
   2. Sustained Soviet Slander against Religious People
   3. Lenin’s “Morality”
      a. Malice and Moral Relativism
      b. The master’s voice
   4. The Case of Pius XII [Eugenio Pacelli]
      a. “Hitler’s Pope”
   5. Smear Campaign Blown Wide Open
   6. Adoption of Communist Myths by Mainstream Historians and Journalists
   7. Other Damaging Lies Exposed
   8. Real History
      a. Process of remedying mis-education and flawed scholarship
      b. Tactic of Disinformation
   9. How Knowledge of Disinformation Explains Much of What We Did Not Know or Got Wrong
   10. Soviet Definition of Disinformation Was a Form of Disinformation
a. Vaclav Havel: The Communist Culture of the Lie

11. Duplicity of Soviet Agents and Dupes
a. Necrophagy [death-eating]
b. Anti-Semitism

12. Yuri Andropov’s Anti-Zionist Campaign
a. Protocols of The Elders of Zion
   1) Soviet campaign before 1978
b. UN Res. 3379: Declaration of Zionism as Racism

13. Political Gangsters

Review

Pius XII (Eugenio Pacelli) Vaclav Havel necrophagy
Yuri Andropov Protocols of the Elders of Zion

PART I: GLORIFYING THE GUILTY, FRAMING THE INNOCENT

PRELUDE

Outline

A. THE KREMLIN’S LONG REACH (1-5)
   1. Russian Leaders’ Edifice Complex
   2. Traditions of the Russian political police
   3. Case Study: National Council of Churches (NCC) and Center for Democratic Renewal (CDR) Allegations of Arson against Black Churches
      a. Denunciation of the firsts by Pres. Bill Clinton
      b. “Well-organized white-supremacist movement” implicated
      c. Publicity by World Council of Churches (WCC) and NCC
      d. Church Fire Prevention Act of 1996
      e. Burned Churches Fund
   4. Hoax Exposed
      a. Revelations by the National Fire Protection Association
   5. United States
      a. Cost of Saving the World from Nazi Racism
      b. Anti-American Sentiments
   6. Soviet Infiltration and Control of the WCC
      a. Mitrokhin Archive
      b. Metropolitan Nikodim
      c. Metropolitan Kirill
   7. Ivan IV Grozny
      a. [Byzantine overthrow took place in 1453 before Ivan III the Great]
      b. “ Symphony of church and state”
   8. Oprichnina
      a. It was used to control the boyars
      b. That tradition has lived on in the KGB and FSB
   9. Marquis de Custine
      a. “Dexterity in Lying”
   10. Goal of Russian Intelligence: Manipulate the Future
   11. Stalin’s Secret Science: Disinformation
   12. It Has Survived the Demise of Soviet Communism
CHAPTER 1: DRAFTED INTO THE SECURITATE

Outline

A. DRAFTED INTO THE SECURITATE (6-9)
   1. Beginning of Career in Intelligence
   2. Desire to Go to America
   3. Lieutenant Bota
   4. Polytechnic Institute
   5. Drafted into the Securitate
   6. Father’s Car Repair Business
      a. Peugeot
   7. Pacepa as the One-Eyed Man in the Country of the Blind
   8. Education
   9. How His Wheels Were Greased
   10. Colonel Demeter’s Protective Hand

B. NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV’S INNER CIRCLE (9-11)
   1. Stalin’s Death
   2. Image-Building Machinery: One Purpose of Dezinformatsiya
   3. Khrushchev’s Accession
      a. Execution of Leadership of Stalin’s Political Police
      b. Existing Pattern
         1) Feliks Dzerzhinsky: See footnote: The argument may have followed a speech before the plenum of the Central Committee during which he denounced Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev, who were later liquidated by Stalin
         2) Lavrenty Beria [a sexual predator who was executed a few months after Stalin’s death] and Vladimir Dekanozov [the one-time ambassador to Nazi Germany, who was executed at the same time]
   4. Aleksander Sakharovsky
   5. Author’s Path
      a. Blessing in Disguise

CHAPTER 2: THE TRUE MEANING OF GLASNOST

Outline

A. GLASNOST AS DECEPTION (12-14)
   1. Nicolae Ceaușescu’s Excitement
      a. Glasnost: “Openness”
      b. West’s Eagerness for Signs of a Thaw
c. Banishing Ceausescu’s Image

2. *Glasnost* Was Not Mikhail Gorbachev’s Invention
   a. Western Misunderstanding

3. *Glasnost*: Publicizing, Self-Promotion
   a. Soviet Encyclopedia

4. Tool in the Black Art of *Dezinformatsiya*
   a. Purpose: Sanctifying the Leader [image-building machinery]

5. KGB’s Foreign Intelligence Records Remain Sealed
   a. *Glasnost* Operations Remain in Vogue
      1) Fawning Stories about Vladimir Putin
      2) Stasi Headquarters
      3) Soviet-German House of Friendship: Where Putin spent his “Europeanizing” years

6. Putin Consolidated Russia into an Intelligence Dictatorship
   a. Office-Holders

B. IMAGE MAKING: CEAUȘESCU AND GORBACHEV (14-21)

1. Ceaușescu: An Empty Suit
2. Andropov on the Cult of the Personality
3. Andropov’s Dark, Cavernous Office
   a. Secrecy
   b. Kidney Illness

4. Image-Making: Perfuming Communism with a Dab of Western Diplomacy
   a. Openness Contingent on Defeat of Hardline Opponents

5. *Glasnost* Plan for Image Reconstruction
   a. Grand National Assembly rebranded as the Parliament
   b. Communist Party allegedly reduced its influence
   c. Simulated economic decentralization

6. Creation of the Presidency
7. Religious Symbolism and Anti-Soviet Jokes
8. A Celebrity Was Born
9. Western Businessmen
   a. Role of DIE (foreign intelligence) operatives
   b. Lavish banquets in picturesque monasteries
11. Trips Abroad
   a. His portrayal as a new breed of Communist ruler
12. Western Media: Easily Manipulated
   a. Their stories are often crafted from press releases
13. Yuri Andropov as Ruler
   a. Moderate image
   b. Reality: He was terminally ill
   [NOTE: Andropov suffered total renal failure three months after taking office and was hospitalized the last six months of his life; Lenin, Brezhnev, and Chernenko were similarly indisposed the last several months of their lives]
14. Gorbachev as Protégé
   a. Similar image as aficionados of Western jazz
15. Gorbachev’s Background
   a. Sealed records
   b. He interned at Lubyanka
   c. Crown Prince
16. Ceaușescu and Nixon
17. Ceaușescu’s Execution
   a. Lawrence Eagleburger’s assessment
   b. Use of Pacepa’s *Red Horizons* at the trial
18. Gorbachev’s Image as a Political Visionary
19. State Visits to Washington
CHAPTER 3: DEFECTING TO AMERICA

Outline

A. ESCAPE TO FREEDOM (22-24)
   1. Glasnost Means Lying
      a. Oblique reference to the Ten Commandments: Lying, stealing, killing
      b. Kill order
   2. Noel Bernard
   3. Semtex Ordered for Radio Free Europe
   4. Pacepa’s Nightmare
      a. His 1951 oath
      b. Nicolae Doicaru
         1) Wet operations
   5. Head of Presidential House
   6. Ceausescu’s Triumphant 1978 Visit to Washington
      a. Invention of the Presidential House post
   7. Pacepa Reached the Inner Sanctum of the Soviet Bloc in 1972
   8. Privilege Can Generate Cowardice
      a. Generosity to spy chiefs before killing them off [Pacepa describes his villa; cf. Mikhail Baryshnikov’s movie White Nights]
   9. Prospect of Being Involved in Political Killings
      a. The drop that finally burst the dam of his indecision
      b. Message to Helmut Schmidt
         1) Planned VTOL blue prints theft
         2) Fokker A.G.
      c. Schmidt’s reluctance
         1) Promises, promises
   10. Pacepa’s Arrival in Vienna, July 23

B. MAKING ARRANGEMENTS TO DEFEAT (24-27)
1. July 25
   a. US embassy in Bonn
   b. Defection request
2. Freedom Two Days Later
   a. Dom-Hotel
   b. Cable signed by Adm. Stansfield Turner, CIA Director
3. Long Term Goals: Escape Communism and Move to America
   a. What he kept
      1) Wristwatch from King Hussein of Jordan
4. July 27
   a. Meetings
5. Nicolae Militaru
   a. Recruited by Soviet intelligence
C. ARRIVAL IN AMERICA (27-)
   1. Personal Feelings Had Been Hidden for Many Years
   2. Land of Opportunity
   3. Welcome
   4. Candlelight Dinner
   5. Dana
   6. Killing of Noel Bernard
      a. Bomb exploded at RFE
         1) Carlos the Jackal
         2) Expulsion of Romanian diplomats

Review

Noel Bernard                           prospect of being involved in political killings
Carlos the Jackal

CHAPTER 4: THE BLACK ART OF DISINFORMATION

Outline

A. SPY VS. SPY VS. SPY (30-32)
   1. Gratitude
   2. Marriage
      a. Bounty on his head
      b. A new identity
   3. Gaddafi’s Espionage Service
      a. Second new identity
   4. Red Horizons
      a. Frank Wolf and Jesse Helms
      b. Romanian translation serialized on Radio Free Europe (RFE)
   5. Dana’s Request for Political Asylum
      a. Ceausescu’s refusal
      b. Securitate rumor
   6. Attempt on the Lives of Reps. Frank Wolf and Christopher Smith
   7. George H.W. Bush Displayed a Copy of Red Horizons on His Desk
B. DANA’S RESCUE (32-34)
   1. Pacepa Became an American Citizen
   2. Berlin Wall’s Destruction
   3. Dana’s Kidnapping
   4. Securitate Officers Deserted
   5. Ceausescu’s Execution
a. Accusations based on *Red Horizons*
b. Serialization of the book

6. Congressman Wolf Returns for Dana and Family
   a. Publicity at their arrival
   b. Frank Wolf’s *Prisoner of Conscience*

7. Translations and School Reading Lists

8. Pacepa’s *Programmed to Kill* on Lee Harvey Oswald and the KGB

9. Disinformation Manuscript

10. Ronald Rychlak
    a. “Moscow’s Assault on the Vatican”
    b. New edition of *Hitler, the War and the Pope*

11. Disinformation Has Caused Worldwide Damage to the United States’ Reputation

Review

Gaddafi’s espionage service Frank Wolf Jesse Helms

*Prisoner of Conscience*

CHAPTER 5: THE “BEAUTY” OF DISINFORMATION

Outline

A. WHAT THE WORD MEANS (35-36)
   1. Semantic Issues
   2. Difference between Misinformation and Disinformation
      a. Secret intelligence tool
         1) Routine propaganda
         2) Planting of stories in the Western media
   3. Stories about the Looting of the National Museum in Baghdad
      a. The treasures had been hidden in a safe location
         1) But the damage was already done

B. HISTORY OF DECEPTION (36-38)
   1. Trojan Horse
   2. D-Day
   3. Science of Disinformation
      a. Born in Russia
      b. *Prince Grigory Potemkin*
   4. Marquis de Custine
      a. Russian despotism wages war on evidence
      b. Walter Bedell Smith’s endorsement
   5. New Era after WWI
      a. Liquidation of the old order
   6. Communism Is All about Changing Minds

C. SOVIET BLOC DISINFORMATION MACHINERY (38-42)
   1. Personnel and Informants
      a. Front organization
      b. Examples of international “Potemkin villages”
   2. Indirection
         1) Assuming “authority” for Soviet-concocted materials
3. Lending Credibility through a Kernel of Truth
   a. WPC’s “kernel”
      1) WPC headquartered in Paris and chaired by Frédéric Joliot-Curie
4. Disinformation Made to Look Historically French
   a. DIE
   b. Definition in the *Great Soviet Encyclopedia*
      1) Defensive weapon of the Anglo-American imperialist bloc
      2) Capitalist press
      3) “Falsifiers of History”
   c. The word was not in French dictionaries
5. WPC Kicked out of France as a KGB Front
   a. Jean-Paul Sartre as an influence agent
      1) Sartre’s intervention on behalf of Régis Debray
      2) Capture of Che Guevara
      3) Debray’s service as adviser to Mitterrand
      4) Ulrike Meinhof [Baader-Meinhof Gang, aka Red Army Faction]
      5) Sartre’s visit was chauffeured by a terrorist
6. World Peace Council’s Soviet Structure
   a. Secretariat
   b. Vice presidents
   c. Undercover intelligence officers
      1) Fifth columns
   d. Money for the WPC budget came from Moscow
7. Votes for Western Communist Parties
8. Post-Soviet Survival of These International “Potemkin Villages”
   a. WPC moved to Athens
      1) Romesh Chandra
      2) Struggle against imperialism
   b. WFTU
   c. WIDF
      1) World March of Women
   d. IUOS

**Review**

Grigory Potemkin | Marquis de Custine | World Peace Council
Potemkin villages | Great Soviet Encyclopedia | Jean-Paul Sartre
Régis Debray | Ulrike Meinhof

**CHAPTER 6: KREMLIN FRAMINGS**

**Outline**

A. **VARIED USES OF FRAMING (44-48)**
   1. Worst Damage Not from the Theft of Classified Secrets
      a. Worst damage done by disinformation operations
      b. Greatest political hoax in history
   2. Framing
      a. Difficulty in predicting Russia’s past
   3. Congress of the Victorious
      a. More than 1000 of its members were framed as enemies of the people
   4. Black Art of Framing Exported to Eastern Europe after WWII
   5. Sovietization of Eastern Europe Accomplished through Framing Process
      a. Democratic leaders were framed as Nazi war criminals
b. Staged demonstrations to abolish the parties
c. Nationalizing the economy

6. Positive and Negative Framing
7. Framing of 7 Million “Uncooperative” Soviet Citizens
   a. Nobodies were framed into national heroes
8. King Michael’s Audacious Coup
   a. Decorated by Harry Truman
   b. Soviet Order of Victory
   c. Gift of two sport airplanes from Stalin
   d. Framed as a Nazi collaborator and Western spy
9. Danube-Black Sea Canal Trial
   a. Lack of progress blamed on Western sabotage
   b. 1953 show trial
10. Framing of Imre Nagy
    a. Kidnapping [He was returned to Hungary from Romania, tried, hanged, and was buried face-down with his hands and feet tied with barbed wire; his body was reinterred as part of a funeral in 1989, a factor that led to the demise of the Communist regime]

11. Promotions
    a. Urho Kakkonen
    b. Olof Palme
    c. Herbert Wehner
12. Willy Brandt and Ostpolitik
    a. Günter Guillaume
13. Acquisition of a Better Knowledge of the West

Review
greatest political hoax framing King Michael of Romania
Danube-Black Sea Canal Imre Nagy Willy Brandt

CHAPTER 7: STALIN’S ENCOUNTER WITH CATHOLICISM

Outline

A. SOVIET EXPANSION (49-51)
   1. 1940 Historical Manipulation of Religion
      a. Cult of the personality
   2. Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
   3. Stalin’s Elation
      a. Expansion of territorial empires
         1) Lebensraum
   4. Secret Protocol
      a. Partition of Poland
      b. Soviet take-overs
   5. Catholic Churches in the Baltic States
   6. Andrey Vyshinsky
   7. Latvia
   8. Appointment of a People’s Government
      a. Communist strongholds
   9. Arrest of President Kārlis Ulmanis
   10. Elections
      a. Campaign for a Soviet Latvia
   11. Priests Sent to Gulags
Estonia and Lithuania

Review
cult of the personality Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact secret protocol
Andrey Vyshinsky Kārlis Ulmanis

CHAPTER 8: THE KREMLIN’S NEW ENEMY

Outline
A. THE UKRAINIAN (AND THE ROMAN) CATHOLIC CHURCH (52-55)
   1. Tripartite Pact (a.k.a. the Axis Pact)
      a. Vladimir Dekanozov
      b. Molotov sent to Berlin to finalize cooperation with the Axis
   2. Operation Barbarossa
      a. Plans approved by Hitler the day before Dekanozov arrived
   3. Stalin Rejected Evidence of Hitler’s Duplicity
   4. Invasion
   5. Pearl Harbor Attack Saved Stalin’s Skin
      a. Shipment of US military hardware
   6. Consequences of the Capitulation of Nazi Germany
      a. Soviets gained not only diplomatic relations but joined the exclusive victors’ club
   7. Ukrainian Catholic Church
   8. Encyclical of Pius XII
   9. Stalin’s Response
   10. Stalin’s Pro-Nazi Slanders Directed against Opponents
        a. SMERSH
           1) Smert Shpionam
           2) Stalin’s direct control
        b. German occupied areas of the USSR
        c. Averell Harriman: Imprisonment of repatriated prisoners [Operation Keelhaul]
   11. Bulgaria
        a. Leaders had saved their entire Jewish population
        b. Execution of top leaders including advisers to King Boris
        c. Puppet regime installed
   12. War on the Vatican
   13. Campaign Against Pius XII

Review
Tripartite Pact Operation Barbarossa Pearl Harbor
SMERSH Bulgaria

PART II: ANATOMY OF A DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN:
THE CREATION OF “HITLER’S POPE”

CHAPTER 9: THE FAILED BIRTH OF “HITLER’S POPE”

Outline
A. REJECTION OF BOTH COMMUNISM AND NAZISM (59-61)
1. War between Communism and the Catholic Church
   a. Pius IX: Communism contrary to Natural Law
2. Radio Moscow, 1945: Hitler’s Pope
3. Pius XII: Satanic Specter of Nazism
   a. Pius XI: Nazism an arrogant apostasy from Jesus Christ
   b. Broadcasts
4. Jewish Brigade Group and Israeli Federation of Labor
5. Israel Zolli

B. TESTIMONIALS (61-69)
1. Franklin Delano Roosevelt
2. Winston Churchill and Albert Einstein
3. Eugenio Pacelli’s Elevation to the Papacy, 1939
4. Meeting with Joseph P. Kennedy
   a. Kennedy rejected his “prejudice” that the Nazis were pro-pagan
5. Anti-Hitler Resistance
   a. Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Josef Müller
   b. Pope as go-between
   c. Warning of the Blitzkrieg
6. Mussolini’s Truculence against the Church
7. Nazi Pamphlet
   a. Accused the pope of being pro-Jewish
8. American Bishops
9. Letters of Support to Polish Bishops
10. 1942 Christmas Statement
12. German Reactions
13. Memorandum by the Vatican Secretariat
14. Solicitude for Poland
15. Mussolini’s Arrest at the Order of Victor Emmanuel III
    a. German takeover of Rome
    b. Vatican outreach to refugees
    c. Fake IDs
16. Use of Church Buildings Refugees
    a. Catholic hospitals
    b. Castel Gandolfo
17. Robert Leiber
    a. Pacelli’s family fortune spent
18. Jewish Reactions
    a. Dr. Raffael Cantoni
    b. Alexander Safran
    c. Isaac Herzog
    d. Pinchas Lapide
    e. World Jewish Congress
    f. Joseph Nathan
    g. National Jewish Welfare Board

Review
Dietrich Bonhoeffer  Castel Gandolfo  Robert Leiber

CHAPTER 10: CARDINAL STEPINAC
Outline

A. YUGOSLAVIA (70-71)
   1. Louis Breier’s Protest
   2. Organic Connection between Nazism and Communism
   3. UDBA
   4. Josip Broz (Marshall Tito)’s Speeches
   5. Andrey Vyshinsky

B. NAZI PERIOD (71-73)
   1. Yugoslavia
      a. Joins the Axis, 1941
      b. Serbian nationalist takeover of Belgrade and support for Allies
      c. German invasion
      d. Independent Croatia
      e. Ante Pavelić and the Ustashe
   2. Aloysius Stepinac’s Sermons
      a. Recuse of refugees
      b. Anti-regime sermons circulated in secret
   3. Destruction of the Main Synagogue by the Ustashe
      a. Stepinac’s denunciation
   4. Stepinac’s Protests against Destruction of Orthodox Churches and Genocidal Policies
   5. Hans Frank’s Meal
   6. Isaac Herzog

C. COMMUNIST REGIME (73-78)
   1. Persecution of the Catholic Church by the new Socialist Federation of Yugoslavia
   2. Stepinac’s Arrest
   3. Vatican Refused to Recall Stepinac
   4. Vyshinsky’s mission
      a. Stepinac charged with war crimes
      b. Trials and executions of several religious leaders
   5. Stepinac’s Trial
      a. Time magazine report
      b. Fraudulent conduct
      c. Stepinac’s speech
      d. False document
   6. American Intervention
   7. Stepinac’s Release
   8. Elevation to the Cardinalate
   9. Health Concerns and Death
10. Solemn Requiem Mass at the Vatican and Funeral in Zagreb
11. Jakov Blazevic’s testimony that Stepinac had been framed
12. Testimony of Hrncevic and Milovan Djilas [former vice president who wrote The New Class]
13. Beatification

D. MORE FRAMING (78-79)
   1. The Record Exposes the Methodology of Soviet Framing
   2. Carlo Falconi’s The Silence of Pius XII
      a. Croatian government documents
   3. Communist Fabrications
      a. Croatia Later Condemned the Framing
   4. Falconi’s Book is Still Cited
   5. Documents Had Been Assembled by the Yugoslav Secret Police
   6. Stepinac’s Beatification

Review
CHAPTER 11: CARDINAL MINDSZENTY

A. HUNGARY (80-88)

1. Dezinformatsiya Manual
   a/ Framing can neutralize even a saint

2. József Cardinal Mindszenty Case

3. Arrest in 1948

4. Mindszenty’s Memoirs
   a. Defection of Lázlo and Hanna Sulner

5. József Pehm

6. Public Attack on Mihály Károlyi’s Government [He was King Karl’s last prime minister, who declared the Hungarian Democratic Republic when the king stepped down]
   a. Mindszenty’s first arrest
   b. Arrest under Bela Kun

7. Nazi Puppet Regime
   a. German invasion, 1944
   b. Anti-Jewish laws

8. Conversions to Protect Jews from Persecution and Deportation
   a. Raoul Wallenberg [who later disappeared after the Communist took over]

9. Adm. Miklós Horthy (known in Germany as Nicholas von Horthy) [regent who blocked the restoration of the Habsburg monarchy]
   a. Opposition to the deportation process
   b. Peace agreements with the Allies
   c. Horthy’s arrest

10. Arrow Cross

11. Mindszenty Arrested But Freed after the Germans Left

12. Protests against the Communist Regime

13. Arrest of András Zakar

14. Cardinal Mindszenty’s Reputation as an Anti-Nazi

15. Framing Process

16. Gyula Mátrai

17. Colonel Décsi

18. Otto von Habsburg [King Karl’s heir]
   a. Crown of St. Stephen

19. Kernel of Truth

20. Show Trial

21. The Sulners’ Escape

22. Hanna Sulner’s Background
   a. Forgery device

23. Police Takeover of the Forgery Operation

24. Cardinal Freed during the 1956 Hungarian Revolution
   a. Asylum in the American embassy

25. Films
   a. Guilty of Treason
   b. The Prisoner

Review

József Cardinal Mindszenty    Lázlo and Hanna Sulner    Raoul Wallenberg
Miklós Horthy            framing                Otto von Habsburg
kernel of truth
CHAPTER 12: MORE FRAMINGS

A. CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND POLAND (89-90)
1. Joseph Cardinal Beran
   a. Prohibition of the oath of loyalty
2. Stefan Cardinal Wyszyński
3. Pope John Paul II Visit to Poland, 1979

B. UKRAINIAN GREEK CATHOLIC CHURCH (91-92)
1. Archbishop Josyf Slipyj
2. Orientalis Omnes of Pius XII
3. Second Vatican Council
4. Cuban Missile Crisis
5. Slipyj’s Release

Review
Joseph Cardinal Beran    Stefan Cardinal Wyszyński    Josyf Slipyj

CHAPTER 13: GLOBAL WAR ON RELIGION

Outline

A. ANTI-SEMITISM AS A TOOL/WEAPON (93-98)
1. Soviet Empire
2. Berlin Blockade, 1948-1949
   a. Berlin Airlift
   b. NATO
   c. New West German state
   d. End of Berlin blockade
3. Next Ploy: Anti-Semitism
   a. United States portrayed as a Zionist realm
4. Appointments
   a. Andrey Vyshinsky
   b. Aleksandr Panyushkin
   c. PGU
5. Unification of the Soviet Union’s Diplomatic and Intelligence Machineries
   a. Italy and France
   b. Greece
   c. Spain
      1) La Pasionaria
6. Creation of Peace Movements in the United States
   a. Similar Nazi Efforts in the 1930s
7. Cold War was WWIII
   a. Sakharovsky’s creation of the Securitate
   b. “Zionist bourgeoisie” and its militaristic sharks
8. Author’s Experience
9. War without Weapons
   a. War of ideas
   b. Ensuring the credibility of the lies
      1) Fabrications had to appear to come from respectable western sources
      2) Kernel of truth
10. Spreading the Protocols of the Elders of Zion in Secret
   a. Petr Ivanovich Rachovsky
      1) Okhrana
      2) Inspired by the Dreyfus Affair

11. Novel by Maurice Joly [I ordered a copy for our library several years ago]
   a. Okhrana republished its forgery under the name of Sergius Nilus
   b. Sakharovsky’s orders to have it translated and disseminated

12. Operation Zarathustra [Meant to Symbolize German Anti-Semitism]
   a. Alleged immorality of German anti-Semitism
   b. Role of the East German Stasi
   c. Desecration of synagogue and Jewish memorials

13. Oleg Gordievsky Revelations

14. Spread of Anti-Semitism
   a. Hitler’s 113th birthday

B. TSARIST AND SOVIET PROGRAMS (98-102)

1. Russian Pogroms
   a. Holocaust means “burnt sacrifice” in Greek

2. First Pogrom [Massacre]
   a. Yelisavetgrad

3. Assassination of Alexander II

4. Scapegoating

5. Protocols Forgery: Most Resilient Piece of Disinformation in History
   a. Times of London exposé
   b. Nazi German translations
   c. Broadcasts

6. Pogrom in Kishinev (Chisinau)

7. Second Kishinev Pogrom

8. Lenin’s Pogrom Directed against the Bourgeoisie
   a. Martyn Ianovich Latsis
   b. Extermination of the Bourgeoisie as a Class
   c. Red Terror

9. Stalin’s Georgian Anti-Semitism
   a. Framing rivals as Zionist agents

10. Assassination of Leon Trotsky

11. Executions of Grigory Zinovyev and Georgy Pyatakov

12. Elimination of All of Lenin’s Politburo except Stalin

13. Stalin’s Purpose in Recognizing Israel

14. Golda Meir
   a. Emigration campaign

15. Stalin’s Reaction: Anti-Zionist Campaign
   a. Molotov’s wife exiled and campaign against Jewish speculators
   b. Financial support to Arab states
   c. Hungarian leaders framed
   d. Czech leaders framed
   e. Expulsions from the Communist parties

Review

Berlin blockade  Berlin Airlift  anti-Semitism
Aleksandr Panyushkin  peace movements  kernel of truth
Petr Ivanovich Rachovksy  Okhrana  Maurice Joly
Stasi  Oleg Gordievsky  Protocols forgery
Martyn Ianovich Latsis  Leon Trotsky  Golda Meir
CHAPTER 14: THE VATICAN’S NEW CRUSADE

Outline

A. VATICAN RADIO (103-05)
   1. Winston Churchill’s Iron Curtain’s Speech
   2. Harry Truman Supported Religious Resistance to Soviet Expansion
   3. Pius XII’s Sanctum Officium
      a. Series of decrees against Communism
      a. Alleged secret pact with Hitler
   6. Two-Pronged Political Strategy
      a. Campaign of Truth
      b. Radio broadcasts
   7. Vatican Radio

Review

Sanctum Officium

CHAPTER 15: LIBERATION THEOLOGY

Outline

A. KGB ROLE (106-109)
   1. Castro Brothers
      a. Execution of Che Guevara
   2. Manipulation of Religion
      b. Liberation Theology
   3. Liberation Movements
      a. WCC
      b. Revelations by Gleb Yakunin
      c. 1983 WCC General Assembly
   4. Eugene Carson Blake
   5. Pope John Paul II at CELAM, 1979
      a. Cardinal López Trujillo
   6. Election of Emilio Castro
      a. Influence in Venezuela, Bolivia, Honduras and Nicaragua
   7. Russian Military Ships and Bombers Are Again Back in Cuba
      a. Lula de Silva and Dilma Rousseff
      b. Ollanta Humala
      c. Cristina Kirchner
   8. Black Liberation Theology
      a. James Cone
   9. Jeremiah Wright

B. CHE GUEVARA (109-111)
   1. Che Guevara as Icon
      a. Battered Soviet image
      b. Peaceful co-existence
   2. New Portrayal of Che Guevara
   3. Operation Che
a. Sanctification and Image-making
b. Alberto Korda

4. Steven Soderbergh’s Epic Movie, Che
5. Publicity for Che: Rolf Hochhuth’s The Guerrillas
6. KGB Embellishments to Che’s Diary
   a. Das Kapital Meets Easy Rider

Review
Che Guevara   Medellín Conference   liberation theology
James Cone   Alberto Korda   Rolf Hochhuth

CHAPTER 16: KHRUSHCHEV’S WAR ON THE VATICAN

Outline
A. KHRUSHCHEV’S EXPERTISE IN FRAMING (111-114)
   1. Framing of Lavrenty Beriya [Beria]
      a. Nikita Khrushchev
      b. Georgy Malenkov
      c. Arrest
   2. Dismissal of Malenkov
   3. Khrushchev’s Vacation in Romania
      a. Aleksandr Sakharovsky
   4. Campaign against the Late Pius XII
      a. Change of image to Jew-hater
      b. Distraction from planned military blockade of West Berlin
   5. Pacepa as Romania’s German Expert
      a. Khrushchev: Let’s give them opium
   6. Christian Peace Conference (CPC) [founded by Josef Hromádka in 1958]
      a. DIE undercover intelligence officers
      b. World Peace Council (WPC)
   7. East Berlin Sealed Off
   8. Introduction of the CPC
      a. Joseph Hromádka [officer in the Czechoslovak State Security, StB]
      b. Metropolitan Nikodim
   9. Soviet Patriarchate’s External Affairs Department
   10. False Flag Operation in the Vatican
   11. “Hitler’s Pope” Epithet
      a. Story line: Eugenio Pacelli was papal nuncio in Germany
         1) His warning in 1921 and 1923
         2) Right-wing radicals
         3) Heresy of Nazism
   12. Excommunication of Communists
      a. Khrushchev’s retaliation

Review
Lavrenty Beriya [Beria]   Pius XII   Christian Peace Conference
Josef Hromádka   Pacelli as papal nuncio

CHAPTER 17: PREPARATIONS FOR FRAMING PIUS XII
Outline

A. INFILTRATION OF THE VATICAN FOR THE PURPOSE OF FRAMING (115-119)
   1. Plan Approved, February 1960
      a. Framing of Priests
      b. Aleksandr Shelepin [then head of the KGB] and Alexei Kirichenko
   2. Framing of Cardinals Mindszenty and Stepinac Had Fizzled Out
      a. Falsified documents
      b. Retyped documents and specially prepared photocopies
   3. Kernel of Truth
      a. Romania assistance
   4. Pacepa Had Negotiated a Spy Swap with the Vatican
   5. Seat 12
   6. Agostino Casaroli
   7. Framing of the Nunciature in Romania, 1951
   8. Request for Interest-Free Loan
   9. John Koehler and David Alvarez on Infiltrations of the Vatican
      a. father Aligheri Tondi
   10. Vatican Secret Archives
   11. Photographing of Unimportant Documents
   12. Fr. Francisc Iosif Pal, SJ

Review

Aleksandr Shelepin falsified documents Seat 12
infiltrations of the Vatican

CHAPTER 18: THE DEPUTY

Study Questions

1. Who was Erwin Piscator? What was his relationship with the Communist Party, the IATB, and the INO? Given his long experience in political theater and with fictionalizing history, what does his theory of theater reveal about the way he wove propaganda (what he called “educational influence”) into his productions? What is the “business of revolutionary theatre?”

2. The New School for Social Research had been established in 1919 as a progressive free school following protests by prominent Columbia University faculty against the requirement of loyalty oaths. In 1933, it founded the University in Exile as its graduate school, which provided a haven for scholars who were dismissed from their posts or fled Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany.

3. Why did Piscator return to Germany in 1951? What was the purpose of the Freie Volksbühne? What was its first production under Piscator?

CHAPTER 19: THE PLAY

Study Questions

1. What role was played by Erwin Piscator? What was the play’s main thesis? Where did Hochhuth get his “facts”? How does Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn analyze the play’s mistakes? What do the “Sidelights” reveal?
CHAPTER 20: DISINFORMATION UNDER EVERY ROCK

Study Questions

1. How was The Deputy promoted in Paris, London, and New York? Prominent leftists were among the play’s advocates.

CHAPTER 21: KGB FINGERPRINTS

Outline

A. FIFTH COLUMN OF JOURNALISTS (141-144)
   1. I.F. Stone
      a. Praise for The Deputy
   2. Vassiliev Archive
      a. Blin
      b. Vladimir Pravdin
   3. Stone as a Dezinformatsiya Outlet
      a. Changing minds
         1) Content of his articles
   4. Judy Stone’s Interview with Hochhuth
   5. Hermann Sinsheimer’s Shylock
   6. Carl Marzani
   7. Liberty-Prometheus Book Club
   8. Cable to Moscow
      a. Subsidy request doubled
      b. Unusual nature of the request
      c. Its significance
         1) Plan to destroy the Vatican’s moral authority
         2) Assignment to procure Vatican documents
   9. Joachim Joesten’s Book on Lee Harvey Oswald
   10. Victor Perlo
      a. Soviet agent
      b. Review of The Deputy

B. A MINORITY OF ONE (145)
   1. M.S. Arnoni
      a. Oleg Kalugin
   2. KGB Placement of Articles in A Minority of One
   3. Support for The Deputy
   4. U.S. Communist Part Involvement

C. RAMPARTS
   1. Edward Keating
   2. Eugene Cardinal Tisserant
   3. Warren Hinckle
   4. Sol Stern’s Critique of Ramparts
   5. Che Guevara’s Diaries
   6. Revelations by Peter Collier and David Horowitz
   7. CIA Investigation

CHAPTER 22: THE DEPUTY’S ANTI-SEMITISM
Study Questions

1. What charges were brought against Hochhuth and how did he respond to them? How did anti-Semitism served Stalin’s political needs, particularly through his political necrophagy? Given the history of postwar Germany and the violence directed against anti-Semites, what does the author conclude about the inclusion of anti-Semitic touches in the play? What was Khrushchev’s attitude toward Jews?

2. To what did General Sakharovsky’s jibe “Pigs for pigs” refer? What did Pacepa learn from a tour of the KGB interrogation complex in Moscow, Lefortovo, where he saw the secret exhibit entitled “A Hundred Years of War against Zionism”? What happened to Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg? How did the “new” KGB operate in 1993?

CHAPTER 23: THE DEPUTY’S IDEOLOGICAL ROOTS

Outline

A. ANOTHER POTEMKIN VILLAGE (157-162)
   1. The Deputy Is Another Potemkin Village
      a. Erwin Piscator
      b. Dmitri Shostakovich on the System
   2. Soviet Decree on The Arts (???)
      a. Union of Soviet Writers and Union of Soviet Composers
      b. System of “creative unions”
         1) Security services
         2) Pressure
   3. Stalin’s Socialist Realism
      a. Officially imposed esthetic standard
      b. Examples
      c. Consequences
   4. All-Union Committee
   5. Andrey Zhdanov
      a. Harmful influences
   6. Grigory Zinovyev
      a. Closure of Petrograd opera houses
   7. Vsevolod Meyerhold (tortured and executed)
   8. Radio Censorship
   9. Promotion of Anticlericalism
      a. The ballet Paganini
      b. Religious figures represented as instruments of oppression
   10. Takeover of Printing Presses
   11. Tikhon Khrennikov
      a. Condemnation of formalists
   12. Stalin’s Personal Intervention
   13. Cooption of American Folk Music
   14. Russian Folk Singers Did Not Do So Well
      a. Lirkiki and Banduristy
      b. Their liquidation
   15. Collectivization
      a. Death of cultural traditions
   16. New Folk Singer/Poet Invented
      a. Dzhambul Dzhabayev (perhaps a Potemkin villager)
(There are statues in St. Petersburg and Almaty)

17. Overseas Tours
18. Tsarist Censorship Paled in Comparison

CHAPTER 24: ROLF HOCHHUTH

Outline

A. A REVIEW OF HIS WORKS (163-70)
   1. Erwin Piscator’s Death
      a. Hochhuth’s new researcher
   2. David Irving
      a. Robert Kemper’s evaluation
      b. His tastelessness
   3. Hitler’s War
   4. Chaim Weizmann Letter to Neville Chamberlain
   5. Soldiers
      a. Wladislaw Sikorski
   6. Sikorski Requested the International Red Cross to Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre
   7. Claim in Soldiers That Sikorski Was Murdered by British Agents
   8. Hochhuth’s Evasiveness
      a. Aspersions cast upon Edward Prchal
   9. Prchal’s Appearance in David Frost’s Interview
      a. Prchal’s successful lawsuit against Hochhuth
   10. Similarities between The Deputy and Soldiers
       a. Actor Carlos Thompson turns against Hochhuth
   11. Hochhuth’s Research for Soldiers Was Sloppy at Best
   12. His Evasiveness
   13. Eine Liebe in Deutschland
       a. Hans Filbinger’s alleged Nazi past
   14. Hochhuth’s :Lie
       A. Confusion with the Petzold case
   15. His Luxurious Life

B. A REVIEW OF HIS LIFE (170-73)
   1. His Work in Publishing
   2. Partnership with David Irving
      a. Irving’s unsuccessful suit against Deborah Lipstadt
      b. Irving’s arrest in Austria, 2005
   3. Golo Mann’s Assessment of Hochhuth

CHAPTER 25: A NEW LOOK AT THE DEPUTY

Study Questions

1. What are some of the issues with Hochhuth’s credibility? How did the release of Gen. Karl Otto Wolff rattle the whole premise of The Deputy? Why did Hitler want to kidnap the Pius XII in the Fall of 1943? How did Pius respond to the threat of kidnapping? How did Moscow react to Wolff’s revelation?

2. How did the Kremlin respond to the Katyn Forest accusations? How did the massacre figure into The Deputy? How might dezinformatsiya officers have proceeded with their research in Adolf von Harnack for the play?
3. What role did Erwin Piscator play in reshaping *The Deputy* so that it could be performed?

**CHAPTER 26: KHRUSHCHEV’S POLITICAL NECROPHAGY**

**Outline**

A. SECRET SOVIET SCIENCE (183-84)
   1. Political Necrophagy: Death-Eating
      a. “Science” aimed at consolidating the seat of a new political ruler [Machiavelli made his own contribution in *The Prince*; the Bolsheviks murdered the Romanovs]
   2. Stalin and Pius XII
   3. Khrushchev’s Secret Speech against Stalin
   4. Cheap Show Designed to Distract from the Katyn Forest carnage
      a. Khrushchev was known as the butcher of Ukraine
   5. Aleksandr Sakharovsky
      a. Speech leaked to Mossad
   6. Role of the New York Times
      a. “Communism with a human face”

B. FRAMING OF PIUS XII (184-86)
   1. Bogdan Stashinsky Trial
      a. Killing of two Russian émigrés
      b. Trial transformed into a trial against Khrushchev
   2. Khrushchev’s Lies
      a. He had not stopped the KGB’s killings
      b. He did not want peaceful coexistence
   3. Stashinsky Convicted Only as an Accomplice
   4. Subsequent Release of *The Deputy*
      a. Distraction from Khrushchev’s crimes
   5. Gorbachev’s use of political necrophagy against Brezhnev
      a. Yeltin’s use against Gorbachev
   6. It Is a Dangerous Game
   7. Dishonoring the Dead [The Ceauşescus were later reburied together in a cemetery with a tombstone; their cult is rebounding]

**Review**

political necrophagy   Khrushchev’s secret speech   Katyn Forest massacre

Bogdan Stashinsky

**CHAPTER 27: HITLER’S POPE, THE BOOK**

**Study Questions**

1. By what means did the Kremlin go after Pope John Paul II? Following the unsuccessful assassination attempt by Mehmet Ali Ağca, what did the Kremlin do next? What is the thesis of John Cornwell’s *Hitler’s Pope*? How did he make use of fabrications? What misstatements did he make about Vatican archives? What problems are posed by his reliance on secondary sources?
CHAPTER 28: ANDROPOV’S COCAINE

Outline

A. ANDROPOV’S COCAINE THEORY (196-97)
   1. Planting the Image of the New Ceaușescu in the West Like an Opium Seed
   2. Nobody in the West Knew the Real Ceaușescu
      a. West’s new Cold War generation was unaware of Pius XII’s heroic struggle against the Nazis
   3. Execution of the Ceaușescus for Genocide
   4. Gorbachev Touted as a Nascent Democrat and Political Visionary

B. FRAMING OF PIUS XII (197-202)
   1. Susan Zuccotti
      a. Editing of Cardinal Maglione’s memorandum
      b. Mischaracterization of *Summi Pontificatus*
   2. James Carroll
      a. Supposed deathbed condemnation of Pius XII by John XXIII
      b. Pope John’s praise of Pope Pius
   3. New Offensive Aimed at Further Dividing the Judeo-Christian World by Discrediting the Vatican
   4. John Cornwell on John Paul II
      a. Depiction of the Vatican
      b. *Breaking Faith*
      c. *The Pontiff in Winter* [an obvious reference to the film “The Lion in Winter” about King Henry II]
      d. Cornwell’s intent

C. KREMLIN’S HAND (202-03)
   1. Soviet Attempt to Influence the Choice of Pope in 1958
   2. Soviets Echoed Criticisms Earlier Made by the Nazis
   3. Nazi Attempt to Interfere with the Election of Pacelli as Pope in 1939
   4. Defense of Pius XII by Benedict XVI

Review

Susan Zuccotti         James Carroll         John Cornwell

PART III: FRAMING THE US GOVERNMENT AS A PACK OF ASSASSINS

CHAPTER 29: THE END OF AMERICA’S INNOCENCE

Outline

A. THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION AND THE WARREN COMMISSION (207-10)
   1. The Assassination
      a. Jack Ruby
      b. Lee Harvey Oswald
   2. Valery Kostikov
      a. KGB’s Thirteenth Department
   3. Lyndon Johnson
   4. Briefing by Glenn Seaborg
5. Appointment of a Blue-Ribbon Commission  
a. Field investigation by the Warren Commission began in March 1964 and was completed three months later  
b. Report issued in September  
c. Its conclusion  
6. House Select Committee on Assassinations, 1979  
a. Possibility of Soviet involvement was excluded

B. KGB OPERATIONS AS SEEN FROM WITHIN THE SECURITATE (210-18)  
1. The U-2 Spy Plane  
2. Case of John Anthony Walker  
3. Lee Harvey Oswald  
4. Edward Jay Epstein  
5. Oswald’s Activities  
6. Francis Gary Powers Interviewed by the GRU  
   a. Col. Oleg Penkovsky  
7. George de Mohrenschildt  
   a. His suicide

CHAPTER 30: KHRUSHCHEV: A MONUMENT TO DISINFORMATION

Outline

A. KHRUSHCHEV’S BEHAVIOR (219-222)  
1. Image as a Down-to-Earth Peasant  
   a. Brutal, brash, extroverted  
   b. Destructive  
2. Deadly Enemies: American Millionaires  
3. U-2 Incident  
4. Four-Power Paris Summit  
   a. Vitiolic hatred for Eisenhower  
   b. Attack on Eisenhower at the summit  
5. Plan to Send Missiles to Cuba  
6. Cuban Missile Crisis  
   a. Khrushchev vents in the presence of Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej  
   b. American navy put on alert  
   c. Khrushchev’s threats and curses  
7. Naval Quarantine  
8. Rage Redirected at William Knox  
9. American Invasion Force  
10. Khrushchev Pulls Back  
11. Dej’s Celebration

B. KHRUSHCHEV’S CHARACTER (222-30)  
1. Political Assassination Made a Main Instrument of His Foreign Policy  
2. Contrast with Lenin and Stalin  
   a. Khrushchev’s destructive nature  
3. Khrushchev’s Background  
   a. Lack of a formal education  
4. Gen. Sakharovsky  
   a. Good vs. bad Khrushchev  
5. Soviet Leaders  
   a. Earlier leaders had been intellectually infatuated with Marxism  
   b. Khrushchev was a bellicose bureaucrat  
   c. Stalin’s elimination of the old Bolshevik intelligentsia
d. Replacement by peasants and freedom workers

e. Stalin Industrial Academy

6. His Maturation during the Great Terror

a. Impulsive, violent, brutal
b. Dej’s unease over his bloodthirstiness

7. Heavy-handed Propaganda and Disinformation

8. His Close Association with Stalin’s Killing

a. Great Purge

9. Stalin Was the Lone Survivor of Lenin’s Politburo

a. Only three provincial party secretaries survived
b. The flamboyant Khrushchev was one
   1) Post in Ukraine

10. Political Habit of Resorting to Political Assassinations

a. KGB [successor to the NKVD headed by Lavrentiy Beria, who proposed the Katyn Forest massacre and Operation Lentil, the mass deportation and ethnic cleansing of the entire Vainakh (Chechen and Ingush) population]
   1) Gen. Ivan Serov helped carry out the Katyn Forest massacres that killed 22,000 Polish cavalry officers and others in various locations; the Germans uncovered the Katyn graves early in 1943 (the killings had taken place April 3, 1940 after the Soviets seized eastern Poland)

11. Lenin and Stalin Were Indiscriminate in Their Murders

a. Khrushchev as a Ukrainian nationalist softened the repression of Soviet citizens

12. Khrushchev’s Lack of Foreign Intelligence

a. Ignorance of the civilized world

13. London Talks, 1956

14. Intermediate-range Ballistic Missiles

15. Suez Crisis

16. Operation “Walnut”

17. Aviation Day

a. Endless air show
b. Leaks to the West German media

18. U-2 Evidence

19. Operation Walnut II

a. Missile gap [alleged by John Kennedy in the 1960 campaign]

20. Missile Deception Backfires

a. Chinese reaction

21. Khrushchev’s Ouster

a. Hare-brained schemes

22. Sergei Khrushchev

Review

Cuban Missile Crisis  naval quarantine  Khrushchev’s background
political assassinations  KGB  Ivan Serov
Aviation Day  missile gap

CHAPTER 31: OPERATION “DRAGON”

Outline

A. Sakharovsky Visit
B. Need for a Cover Story
C. Tactic of Blaming the CIA for the KGB’s Own Assassinations and Kidnappings
4. Gen. Ivan Fadeyev  
a. KGB rezidentura [Stalin died three months before the demonstrations]  
5. Purpose of Khrushchev’s Secret Speech  
6. Assassination of Georgy Okolovich  
7. Defection of Nikolay Khokhlov  
8. Drastic Changes  
a. Neutralization operations  
9. Group Z  
10. Kidnapping of Oliviu Beldeanu  
11. Dragon Operation  
a. Successful disinformation operation  

B. PROGRAMMED TO KILL (235-40)  
1. Andropov: A Good Piece of Disinformation Takes on a Life of Its Own  
2. Summary of the Book’s Analysis  
a. Recruitment of Lee Harvey Oswald  
3. George de Mohrenschildt  
4. Public Trial of Bogdan Stashinsky  
5. KGB Attempts to Turn Off Oswald  
7. Letter to Valery Kostokov  
8. Mexico City Guidebook  
a. Tickets for a bull fight  
9. Iron Meeting  
10. Warren Commission Dismissed the Significance of the Evidence  
11. Double-Speaking in Codes  
a. Alias Mihai Podeanu  
12. Oswalds Instructions to His Wife  

C. OSWALD’S MURDER (240)  
1. Jack Ruby  

CHAPTER 32: NEW HARD PROOF OF THE KGB’S HAND  

Outline  
A. HARD EVIDENCE OF KGB DISINFORMATION (241-46)  
1. Boris Yeltsin’s Memoir  
a. Letter signed by KGB chairman Vladimir Semichastny  
b. R. Palme Dutt  
2. Portrayal of the CIA as a Criminal Organization  
3. Vasili Mitrokhin, KGB Archivist  
a. Kennedy assassination conspiracy stories [blowing dust in the eyes]  
   [cf. G. K. Chesterton’s “The Sign of the Broken Sword” ]  
   1) Identification of the agents responsible  
4. Connections to the Propaganda against Pius XII  
a. Dissemination by Carlo Marzani, I. F. Stone, and Victor Perlo  
b. Both operations took off in 1963  
5. Joachim Joesten  
a. Marzani’s republication of Shylock  
6. Dragon Operation guidelines  
7. Joesten’s “Investigation”  
8. Hochhuth’s Coyness about Sources  
9. Review by Victor Perlo  
10. I. F. Stone  
a. He called Oswald and Ruby “rightist crackpots”  
b. Paid KGB agent
11. Mark Lane  
   a. Genrikh Borovik  
   b. Oleg Gordievsky  
   c. Vladimir Kryuchkov  
12. More Conspiracy Volumes  
13. Jim Garrison  
   a. Clay Shaw  
14. Birth of the Kennedy Assassination Conspiracy  

B. THE HUNT FABRICATION (246-47)  
1. Alleged Letter to H. L. Hunt  
   a. How it was fabricated  
   b. Penn Jones, Jr.  
   c. *Ramparts*  
2. Campaign to Compromise Cardinal Mindszenty  
   a. How the forgery was done  
   b. Handwriting machine  
   c. Use of innocuous documents  
3. E. Howard Hunt  

C. SOURCES (248-50)  
1. Venona Intercepts  
2. *Vassiliev Archive*  
3. Brian Latell  
   a. Castro’s spies  
      1) Fiorentino Aspillaga  
4. Castro's Peripheral Role in the KGB’s Damage-Control Measures  
   a. Deflection of suspicion onto “ultra-rightist” sectors  

D. MORRIS AND JACK CHILDS (250-54)  
1. Mitrokhin Archive  
2. Castro’s luncheon for Jean Daniel  

E. U-2 SPY PLACE (254-55)  

PART IV: UNRAVELING TODAY’S WEB OF DECEIT  

CHAPTER 33: FROM DISINFORMATION TO TERRORISM  

Outline  

A. YURI ANDROPOV’S LEGACY (259-265)  
1. Brutal Suppression of Political Dissidents  
2. Daniel Pearl  
3. Expanded Framing  
4. Fifteen Year Chairmanship  
5. **El Al Hijackings**  
   a. Thirteenth (“Wet Affairs”) Department  
   b. Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine  
   c. [The Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, persuaded Gen. Ariel Sharon to switch planes; he was the apparent target of the first of a series of hijackings in the summer of 1968]  
6. Extended Campaign  
7. Organizing Public Executions of Zionists at Airports  
   a. Dr. **George Habash**  
8. KGB Anti-Zionist Operations  
9. Stirring of Islamic Anti-Semitism
10. *Divide et Impera*
   a. **Operation SIG** (Zionist Governments): A socialist division of labor [Bulgarians were later involved in the attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II]
11. Undercover Agents
12. Arabic Translation of the *Protocols of the Elders of Zion*
13. János Kádár
14. Islamic World Incidents
15. Operation *Tayfun*
   a. Socialist division of labor
16. Czech **Semtex-H**
   a. Václav Havel
17. East German Ammunition
18. Cuban Concealment Devices
   a. Double-walled suitcases
19. Romania’s **False Western Passports**
20. Wave of Terrorism
   a. Richard Welch
   b. Alexander Haig
   c. Frederick J. Kroesen
   d. Alfred Herrhausen
   e. Hans Neusel
21. Arrest of Scores of KGB-Sponsored Terrorists
   a. Schönefeld Airport: Turntable for terrorists of all kinds
   b. KGB and Stasi operations

B. **ANDROPOV AND GORBACHEV (265-266)**
1. Andropov Introduced Himself as a Moderate
2. His Promotion of Gorbachev
3. Stavropol
4. Gorbachev’s Glasnost
   a. Venting of pent-up anger and frustration
   b. Empty stores
   c. Revolt by the *nomenklatura* [the key administrators who ran the agencies]
5. **Vladimir Kryuchkov**
   a. Coup d’état
6. **Boris Yeltsin** Turns the Table

**Review**

El Al hijackings         George Habash         Operation SIG
Semtex-H                false western passports   Vladimir Kryuchkov
Boris Yeltsin

**CHAPTER 34: PUTIN TIME**

**Outline**

A. **BEHIND-THE-SCENES KGB PUTSCH (267-273)**
1. **Boris Yeltsin**’s Ill-Conceived Privatization
   a. Plundering by *predatory insiders*
   b. Privatization = grabbing
   c. Mafia-style economic system [crony-capitalism]
2. **Oligarchs**
3. **Anti-Semitism**
   a. Six Jewish oligarchs
b. **Black market economy**

4. **Crisis of the ruble, 1998**
   a. Electricity blackouts
   b. Two prime ministers sacked

5. Yeltsin’s Health
   a. “Cold” became the “flu”
      1) Heart problem
   b. KGB putsch [coup d’état]

6. Yeltsin’s Abdication
   a. Putin appointed prime minister

7. Putin’s Decree Pardoning Yeltsin
   a. Lifetime pension

8. Behind-the-Scenes KGB Putsch
   a. Yeltsin’s outlawing of the Communist Party and dissolution of the USSR
   b. Putin’s rebuilding of confidence in the old Soviet institutions

9. Public Admiration for Putin
   a. Attack on Oleg Kalugin
   b. Addition to Soviet anti-Americanism
   c. Celebration of the Cheka

10. Putin’s Toast to Dzhugashvili

11. **Anti-Chechen Campaign**

12. Putin Elected President
   a. Framing propaganda

13. Official Portraits and Busts

14. Bust of Yuri Andropov Reinstated at the Lubyanka

15. Putinburgers
   a. Centralization of control: Creation of seven superdistricts
   b. Rooting out graft
   c. Tradition of the tsar’s Okhrana
   d. Okhrana’s framing of Roman Malinovsky [whose efforts led to the imprisonment of several Bolsheviks, including Stalin; he was executed as a traitor; a different agent had edited Pravda in 1913; but his betrayal heightened Stalin’s paranoia]

16. Those Responsible for Activities in the West Were Intelligence Officers

17. Blurred Lines Separating Top Leadership from Intelligence Apparatus

18. Restoration of Stalin’s National Anthem

19. Show Trial of Edmund Pope
   a. Anatoly Babkin
   b. Putin’s pardon
   c. Other trials
   d. Vladimir Moiseyev

B. **PUTIN’S POPULARITY (273-275)**

1. Assassination of Galina Starovoitova
   a. Ruslan Linkov
   b. Andrei Sakharov

2. The Gray Cardinal [after France’s Grey Eminence, Cardinal Mazarin]
   a. Arrest of Vladimir Gusinsky

3. Tradition of Cloaking Himself in Secrecy

4. Putin is a Creation, Not a Creator

5. Putinology

**Review**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boris Yeltsin</th>
<th>predatory insiders</th>
<th>oligarchs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>black market economy</td>
<td>crisis of the ruble</td>
<td>putsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleg Kalugin</td>
<td>Cheka</td>
<td>anti-Chechen campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okhrana</td>
<td>Roman Malinovsky</td>
<td>Edmund Pope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 35: FROM “HITLER’S POPE” TO SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

Outline
A. ANTI-SEMITISM MADE AN INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT (276-279)
   1. Framing of Pius XII
      a. “Zionism as racism” campaign
   2. Distribution of anti-American and anti-Semitic cartoons around Turtle Bay [location of the UN headquarters]
      a. Major Gheorghe Roșu, graphics expert assigned to Romania’s New York station
   3. UN General Assembly Res. 3379
      a. Dezinformatsiya campaign
      b. Repeal in 1991
      c. Anti-Israel resolutions
      d. PLO status upgraded, 2012
   4. No Arab Terrorist State or Organization Has Ever Been Condemned by the U.N.
      a. Soviet and Arab bloc espionage services
   5. KGB General Yevgeny Primakov’s Anti-Semitism
   6. General Albert Makashov
      a. Vote of censure defeated
   7. U.S. Senate Concerns
   8. Durban Conference
      a. Continuation of a KGB dezinformatsiya pattern
      b. Withdrawal of US delegation
      c. Rep. Tom Lantos
   9. Timing of the 9/11 Attacks
B. LEGACY (279-280)
   1. Hatred for “American Zionism”
      a. 9/11: Arab celebrations
      b. March 2002 suicide bombings
   2. Scapegoating of Jews for 9/11
   3. Mohammed Junaid
   4. Science of Terrorism
      a. Encyclopedia of Jihad
      b. Murder of Georgi Markov, Bulgarian dissident novelist and poet, shot from an umbrella-tip by a pellet containing ricin. Suspected assassin was never caught.
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CHAPTER 36: THE KREMLIN’S NUCLEAR TERRORISM

Outline
A. COINCIDENCES (281-283)
   1. 9/11
      a. Stella Rimington
2. Unraveling the Skein Tangled around 9/11
   a. Kremlin’s penchant for symbolism
   b. Hammer and sickle
   c. Sword and shield of the political police
   d. Liberation movements
3. Terrorist Attacks
   a. July 4 Bombing of Jerusalem’s Zion Square, 1975
   b. First World Trade Center attack, 1993
   c. USS Cole attack, 2000
   d. Christmas bombing attempts in 2009
4. Putin’s Reaching Out to the “Axis of Evil”
5. Weapons Shipments and Trade Deals
   a. Kim Jong Il
   b. Bushehr reactor
   c. Ayatollah Khomeini
6. Renewed Campaign Asserting Pius XII as “Hitler’s Pope”
   a. A series of books used to persuade young people to abandon Christianity
   b. Islamist campaign in American penitentiaries
7. Push toward Nuclear Midnight
   a. First target is Israel
B. KHRUSHCHEV’S POLITICAL NECROPHAGY IS TO BLAME FOR THE NEW HOLOCAUST FACING US (283-285)
1. Khrushchev’s Destructive Nature
2. Khrushchev Overturned Stalin’s Policy of Nonproliferation
   a. Stalin as Geppetto
   b. Iosif-1 as Pinocchio
3. Testimony of Frédéric Joliot-Curie
4. Effort to Repair Rift with China
   a. Nuclear aid to China, 1955
   b. KGB custody of Soviet nuclear weapons
5. Renewal of the Sino-Soviet Rift
6. Zhou Enlai’s Testimony
7. Feud between Mao and Khrushchev
   a. Secret archives are still sealed
8. Khrushchev’s Withdrawal of Soviet Advisors
   a. Chinese nuclear warhead
9. Long-term Consequences of Political Necrophagy
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CHAPTER 37: A KGB EMPIRE

Outline

A. KGB STATE IN RUSSIA AND ITS CLIENTALE (286-289)
   1. Perspective of Alexandr Sakharovsky
      a. Every society reflects its past
         1) Marxism as a foreign organism
      b. Permanence of the gosbezopasnost (state security service)
   2. American Zionism as the Main Enemy
   3. His KGB Successors
a. **Vladimir Kryuchkov** [orchestrated the coup against Gorbachev in August 1991]
b. **Yevgeny Primakov**  
c. Vladimir Putin  

4. **Celebration of Feliks Dzerzhinsky’s 125th Birthday**  
a. Bronze statue in Lubyanka Square  
b. Russia for the Russians campaign  

5. **Russia Transformed into the First **Intelligence Dictatorship** in History**  

6. **Putin’s Personal Wealth [Crony Capitalism]**  
a. Dmitry Medvedev: former chairman of Gazprom  
b. Igor Sechin: chairman of Rosneft  

7. **Oil and Gas**  

8. **Hezbollah Attack on Israel**  

9. **Simulated Hezbollah Takeover of Israel, 2010**  

10. **Kremlin Involvement in 2011 Islamic Revolutions**  
a. **Tahrir Square**: center of the Egyptian protests  

11. **Hezbollah Prison Breakout**  
a. Sami Shehab [a.k.a. Mansour]  
b. **Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah**  

12. **Muhammad Yussef Ahmed Mansour**  

13. Earlier Transformation of an Egyptian-born **Yasser Arafat** into a Palestinian  
a. a.k.a. Abu Ammar  
b. KGB and DIE framing  
c. Nobel Peace Prize  

B. **FSB IS NOW THE STATE (289-291)**  
1. Increased Number of Officers  
2. Assassination of **Alexander Litvinenko** [his writings have been edited by Pavel Stroilov]  
a. Blowing up Russia  
b. Andrey Lugovoy  
3. Assassination of Ivan Safronov  
a. Killing of over 120 journalists [Anna Politkovskaya is the best known]  
4. Closure of **KGB Archives** That Were Briefly Opened by Boris Yeltsin  

C. **RUSSIA’S NEW PATRIARCH**  
1. Aleksei II: Code Name “Drozdov”  
2. Three Candidates: All with KGB Connections  
3. Election of Kirill of Smolensk: Code Name “Mikhaylov”  
a. Delegate to WCC  

---
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**CHAPTER 38: KEEPING THE LIE-MACHINE GOING**  

**Outline**  

A. **ACADEMIC FLACKS AND FRONT ORGANIZATIONS (292-96)**  
1. War against Zionist America  
a. Target: War on Terrorism  
2. **Jacques Derrida** [Leading Postmodernist]  
a. Call for a new Internationale  
3. **Antonio Negri**  
a. Italian Red Brigades
CHAPTER 39: THE ANTIWAR MOVEMENT

Outline

A. OUR TENDENCY TO SWALLOW DEZINFORMATSIYA OPERATIONS (297-300)
1. Rev. Jeremiah Wright
2. His Statement Was Brushed Aside by Other Democrats
3. Origin of His Slogan
   a. Liberation theology
4. The Kiss
5. Ceaușescu’s Reaction to Carter’s Kiss
   a. Tyrants despise appeasers
   b. Assassination of the Hafizullah Amin, the Afghan president, by a terrorist squad in December 1979 [Amin had earlier ordered the murder of his predecessor Nur Muhammad Taraki in September 1979]
6. Jimmy Carter’s Feeble Protest against the Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan
   a. Boycott of the 1980 Olympics in Moscow
   b. Carter’s abandonment of the Shah of Iran
7. John Kerry
   a. Testimony before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, April 22, 1971
   b. KGB disinformation
   c. Author’s creation of anti-Americanism while working as an intelligence officer
8. World Federation of Democratic Youth
   a. July 1953 Congress
   b. Pantyusha
   c. Violent anti-American protests
   d. Korean armistice announced on July 27
   e. No mention was made of how the Korean War started
9. Protests against the Iraq War

B. OPERATION ARES (300-04)
1. Blaming the Soviets for American Anti-Americanism Is Considered Bad Manners
   a. Americans had never before been anti-American
2. American Wars
3. Second World War
   a. Presidential election, 1944
   b. Postwar reconstruction of Germany, Italy, and Japan
   a. Protesters regarded the own government as the enemy
5. Former Democratic Sen. Joseph Lieberman
   a. Democratic Party attitude
6. Anti-War Movement Was Not Homegrown
   a. Secret dezinformatsiya campaign
7. Operation Ares
   a. Eris (discord), Deimos (dread or terror), Phobos (fear)
8. Andropov Sought to Sow Discord between Europe and America
   a. Financed by laundered cash dollars
10. Their Soviet-Style Operations
11. Propaganda Depicting Debaucheries by the American Military
12. Author’s 1972 Discussion of Operation Ares with Andropov
   a. New Congress was dominated by leftist Democrats
   b. Communist massacres in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia
15. Martin O’Malley
16. Teresa Heinz Kerry

C. HOW THE COLD WAR WAS WON (304-08)
1. John Kerry
2. Substantial Differences between Post-Soviet Russia and Post-Nazi Germany
   a. Author saw how West Germany’s economy was rebuilt with the help of Marshall Plan money
3. No Post-Soviet Counterpart
4. Threats to Poland
5. KGB-Managed Nuclear Cities
   a. 87 supersecret nuclear cities in the late 1970s
   b. Various Chelyabinsk
   c. Nuclear accident at Tomsk-7 in 1993
6. Neville Chamberlain
8. Russia’s Intelligence Dictatorship
9. NSC-68 (1950)
   a. Two-pronged strategy
10. Emil Constantinescu
11. Dezinformatsiya Is Secret Policy Once More
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CHAPTER 40: MARX’S GHOST LIVES ON

Outline

A. SPECTER OF COMMUNISM (309-311)
1. KGB Bar
2. Jacques Derrida
   a. Specter
3. Alfred Mosley on the Great War
4. Post-World World II Soviet Empire
   a. Romania
5. Clement Attlee
a. Healthcare system nationalized
b. More nationalization
6. Collapse of the British Economy
7. Subsequent Rebuilding [under Churchill, Eden, and Macmillan]
8. Latin American Marxism
   a. Cuba
   b. Brazil
      1) Dilma Rousseff [bank robbery, murder of an American military officer]
9. Marxist Fantasy: Eradication of Capitalism
B. PROGRAM OF STEALING (311-12)
   1. Redistribution of Wealth
   2. Romania
   3. Popular Republic of Romania
      a. Confiscations
      b. Collective farms
   4. Khrushchev: Stealing from Capitalism Is Moral
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CHAPTER 41: DISINFORMATION IN TODAY’S AMERICA

Outline

A. PARALLELS WITH ROMANIA (313-18)
   1. Flak
      a. Analogy to glasnost [interestingly, a “flack” is a PR specialist]
   2. An Overriding Purpose of Glasnost
      a. Hiding the leader’s past by giving him a new identity
         1) Khrushchev
         2) Ceaușescu
   3. Déjà Vu in 2008
      a. Disinformation campaign
   4. Portrait of America by the Establishment Media
   5. American Messiah
   6. Self-Serving Speeches
      a. Leninism
      b. Ceausism
   7. Quintessence of Marxism Is Change
      a. Change through wealth redistribution
   8. Tax Increases
   9. Political Appointees as a Special Elite Class [cf. Angelo Codevilla’s Ruling Class]
      a. Nomenklatura: “in the Soviet bloc, the special elite class of people from which appointees for top-level government positions were drawn”
         1) American counterpart: “This nomenklatura started running the country secretly, just as Ceaușescu’s nomenklatura did
      b. Nancy Pelosi: “‘We have to pass the bill so you can find out what is in it,’ then-leader of the US House of Representatives nomenklatura . . . once told the media”
      c. Results: “This arrogant, new elite class—began to take control of banks, home mortgages, school loans, automakers and most of the healthcare industry” [cf. Milovan Djilas’s The New Class]
      d. Critics are called extremists and potential terrorists
   10. Newsweek Cover, February 7, 2009: “We Are All Socialists Now”
11. *Scînteia*
   [Ceaușescu’s propaganda newspaper, housed in the tallest building at the time]
   a. Maxine Waters
   b. Change in Romania’s oil sector

12. American Examples of *Glasnost*

B. **NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY TARGET: AMERICAN CAPITALISM (318-21)**
1. Lawrence Summers
2. Solyndra
3. Robert Reich
   a. Casino Capitalism
4. Campaign against Mitt Romney
   a. Bain Capital
5. John Lauber
   a. Stu White
6. Werner Sombart: America as the Canaan of Capitalism
7. Presidential Fortunes
8. Capitalism Lost the Election of 2012
9. Ronald Reagan
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**CHAPTER 42: FROM DISINFORMATION TO ASSASSINATION**

Outline

A. **KGB ROLE IN TERRORISM: THE CASE OF YASSER ARAFAT (322-326)**
1. Assassinations of *John Christopher Stevens* and Cleo A. Noel Jr.
   a. Identities of the coordinators kept secret
2. Insider’s View
3. Commando Unit Led by Abu Jihad Sent to Khartoum
   a. Ceaușescu feared being implicated
   b. Three hostages executed, including Amb. *Cleo A. Noel Jr.*
   c. Arafat's orders
4. James Welsh’s Documents
   a. Operation Nahr al-Barad
5. Arafat Never Publicly Acknowledged His Crime
6. The Making of *Yasser Arafat*
   a. Egyptian background
   b. KGB airbrushing
7. Ideological Image
   a. Anti-Zionist
   b. *Grand Mufti* of Jerusalem (Haj Amin al-Husseini, who could have properly been called “Hitler’s Mufti”) was personal hero: al-Husseini is part of Arafat’s full pseudonym or *nom de guerre*
8. KGB Case Officer
9. *Fatah* and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
10. Disinformation Plot to Secure US Recognition of the PLO
11. Arafat Initially Opposed Statehood
12. Ceausescu Persuades Arafat to Trick President *Jimmy Carter*
13. Deal to Transform the PLO
   a. Pacepa defects
   b. Arafat later wins the *Nobel Peace Prize*, 1994
c. 1964 PLO Covenant
14. Rise in Terrorist Incidents
15. **Second Intifada**
16. Arafat Never Changed

B. ASSASSINATIONS (326-331)
1. Arafat’s Death
   a. Unknown cause
   b. Polonium-210 found on his clothing [Russia has rejected this link: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/15/yasser-arafat-traces-polonium-210
2. Assassination of **Alexander Litvinenko** with Polonium-210
   a. **Ayman al-Zawahiri** [now the head of Al-Qaeda]: KGB connection
   b. **Romano Prodi** [a Mitrokhin allegedly passed along by Litvinenko]
   c. Murder of KGB Gen. Anatoly Trofimov [Yeltsin’s ally and Litvinenko’s mentor]
   d. **Mitrokhin Commission**
   e. Assassination of PM **Aldo Moro** by the Red Brigades in 1978
3. Extradition of Andrey Lugovoy Denied
4. Arafat May Have Become a Liability
5. Wadie Haddad
   a. Failed attempt to kidnap the CIA station chief in Lebanon
6. Arafat’s Secret Alliance with Iran
   a. Iran was provided access to Palestinian intelligence on Israeli military positions
7. Capture of the **Karine A**
   a. Arafat’s denials
8. Passover Massacre
   a. Operation Defensive Shield
9. Jenin Terrorist Camp
   a. Disinformation campaign
   b. Investigation of allegations
10. James Woolsey: Arafat Had Not Been Democratically Elected
11. **Mahmoud Abbas** (Abu Mazen)
   a. Education at Patrice Lumumba University in Moscow
12. United Nations Turned Itself into an Open KGB/FSB Puppet
   a. **Kofi Annan**’s blue ribbon Panel on Threats, Challenges, and Change
      1) Yevgeny Primakov: former head of Russian intelligence
      2) Qian Qichen: Chinese intelligence officer
      3) Amr Moussa: Secretary-General of the Arab League
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**CHAPTER 43: MARXIST PERSONALITY CULTS AND HEAVY WATER**

Outline

A. JUNE 1978 (332-337)
   1. Last Sunday in June, 1978
2. Ion Serb Story
3. President (Later Emperor) Jean-Bédel Bokassa
4. Soviet Recruitment of a Romanian Commander
5. Urgent Call by Ceaușescu
6. Keeping Tabs on Private Lives
   a. Bugging units
7. Project for Heavy Water
   a. Dunărea (Romanian name for the Danube)
   b. Canadian company
   c. Pacepa suggests a joint venture

B. LEFTWING MONSTER: CEAUȘESCU (337-339)
1. Leftwing Monster: Ceaușescu
2. False Definition of the Socialist Republic of Romania
4. Marxism as a Malleable System of Government
   a. Denial of the motivational forces of mankind
      1) Private property, competition, individual incentive
5. Its Triumph in Feudal Russia
   a. Samoderzhaviye
   b. Country turned into a monument to its leader, as in the case of tsarist autocracy
6. Cult of the Personality
7. Abdication of King Michael [who was still alive at the time of publication]
   a. Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej
8. Ceaușescu’s Palaces and Villas [21 palaces, 41 residential villas, 20 hunting lodges]
9. His Seizure of All the Top-Level Positions
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CHAPTER 44: HOW I BECAME A “FILTHY JEW TRAITOR”

Outline

A. PLUS ÇA CHANGE [Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose: The more it changes, the more it remains the same] (340-343)
   1. Decision No. 41
   2. Romania Refused to Implement the Decision
   3. Decision No. 293
      a. Constantin Răuță, aerospace scientist
   4. Admission to NATO, 2004
   5. Top Judicial Officers
   6. Only Three Death Sentences Have Been Canceled
      a. Former Securitate officers and informants are still shielded by a veil of secrecy
   7. Tom Gallagher
      a. Parasitic state
      b. Corrupt ex-communists
   8. German Wirtschaftswunder [economic miracle]
      a. Sentence against Claus von Stauffenberg revoked only in 1998
   9. Positive Changes in Romania
   10. General Wojciech Jaruzelski
   11. Proximity to Russia
B. CAMPAIGN TO DISCREDIT PACEPA AND REHABILITATE THE CEAUŞESCU (343-347)

1. Alleged CIA Plot
   a. Kernel of truth
2. Praise and the Demonization (Scapegoat Phenomenon)
3. Alleged Revelation by James Woolsey
   a. Lt. Gen. Iulian Vlad
4. Larry Watts
   a. Watts’ attempt to rehabilitate Ion Antonescu
   b. Kurt W. Treptow
   c. Spyridon Mitsotakis
5. Kidnapping of Vladimir Dapčević
6. Axente Teusan

C. CARTER ADMINISTRATION’S BAN ON PUBLICATION (347-348)

1. President Carter’s Negative View
   a. Billy Carter
2. Roger Kirk
   a. Story of Matthew Nimetz’s apology to Ceauşescu
3. Prohibition against Publishing
4. William Casey
5. Apology from Robert Gates
6. Publication of Red Horizons

D. ROMANIA (348-349)
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EPILOGUE

Outline

A. FINAL REFLECTIONS (350-354)

1. Drop by Drop
2. Ronald Rychlak
   a. Pacepa’s papers were left behind
   b. Documentation of Pacepa’s information
3. Effects of the Spread of Disinformation
4. Iraq War
   a. Terry McAuliffe
5. Love for America
6. American President as a Symbol
7. The Smuggling in of KGB Disinformation
8. Political Necrophagy: Highly Classified Branch of the Science of Disinformation
   a. Khrushchev’s secret speech
   b. Treacherous double-edged sword
9. KGB Lies against America
10. Spread of Political Necrophagy to the United States
   a. Jean Baudrillard

B. AMERICA’S LEADERSHIP (354-355)

1. America’s Role
2. Innovation and Productivity
3. Open Letter to the Iraqi Generals
4. Open Letter to Americans
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